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ABSTRACT
This thesis explored the architectural possibilities of a three dimensional
steel truss, concrete double Tees, and the industrialized construction of a shell
form. All of these systems seem unlikely coverings for the free form plan of the
building. The goal was to use standard parts available from the construction in-
dustry to create unusual forms. All the above systems proved to be very stiff.
Pushing the various systems to their architectural limits demonstrated the quali-
ties possible within each system.
Thesis Supervisor: Waclaw Piotr Zalewski
Title: Professor of Structures
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The purpose of this thesis is to
explore the architectural possibilities
of industrialized building systems.
Three long span two-way systems were in-
vestigated individually. Each system was
made to respond to the same floor plan
and intended functional characteristics
of the building in order to compare the
character or personality of each system.
The three systems are: a three-dimension-
al (3-D) steel truss, a concrete double
Tee and a shell or surface structure.
THE BUILDING PLAN
I chose to explore the roofing pos-
sibilities of a building design that had
evolved from a previous design studio.
Because one major edge of the site is a
barren parking lot, the streetscape at
this intersection is very weak and needs
a strong building edge for the street
contour. Therefore, the building was
oushed as far as possible into the odd
corner of the lot. The particular part
of the building that is the basis of the
study is a mixture of many convergent
angles. It presents the greatest chal-
lenge to an orthogonal building system
testing the limits of a system's archi-
tectural or formal capabilities.
THE BUILDING CHARACTER
The building is a public gateway to
the park which sits beyond it. The buil-
ding protects the park from a busy city
street, announces its presence to pas-
sersby, and its character invites the pu-
blic to enter. It is not just another
city building; it is the park building,
"the gazebo" pushed to the front. The
roof expresses this park atmosphere to
the street. Because the building is also
part of the cityscape and is a public
enterprise, it doesn't want to be small
and intimate on the street side. Instead,
it wants to say "everyone belongs here."
A grand public scale that retains an
everyday comfortableness - something akin
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THE BUILDING PROGRAM
This is a community building. It
combines a medical clinic with athletic
facilities and communities services. The
emphasis is on health. The pool and the
park beyond are the centers of attrac-
tion. The waiting rooms of the three
floor clinic all face onto the pool. The
central public space of the building
revolves to give a multitude of views of
the park and the pool. This central
space and the pool will function as
greenhouses and with their south-facing
windows will become an indoor park during
winter.
The dining room is an extension of
central public space and is the elders'
lunch room. The dining room floor steps
down towards the pool casually extending
the eating area into a more public space.
Alternatively these steps function as an
ascending seating area of a small theatre.
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(The daily ongoing performers are the
swimmers in the pool.)
Extending from the dining room is a
wing containing the kitchen and other
separate rooms for community services.
Just outside the art room is a stair
plan
kitchen
which leads to an artist's loft over the
restrooms. The loft, a balcony area
overlooking the public space, imparts
added flexibility to the art room and
allows access to southern light and the
roof.
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THE SPANNING ELEMENT
Physical Components:
economic spanning range - 50 feet to
150 feet
steel pipe structure with welded
connections
depth - 8' (1), width - center to
center with columns is 16' (2)
cantilever - 14', one bay (3)
supported by steel columns, welded
connections (4)
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top two chords support load (A se-
condary system can be hung between
two trusses supported by these
chords.) (5)
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roof enclosure - insulated steel deck-
ing or glass (The enclosure can
follow straight line across top
chords or can follow diagonals.) (6)
Character:
light, airy, skeletal
large enough for a person to stand
in (7)
3-dimensional, spatial depth
scale of truss dictates that its
lower chord not be placed lower
than 8' ceiling height to avoid
being oppresive to those people
standing below it (8).
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one 14' x 16' bay equals the size of
a living room or dining area for
several tables (9)
Industrialization:
Each truss is designed individually
to meet its different loading condi-
tions. (10) However, the trusses will
all appear to have the same size mem-
bers because the tubes are beefed up
on the inside. Thus, a template can
be used for assembling the trusses
quickly in the factory. Longer or
shorter trusses can be produced from
this. (11)
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THE SUPPORTING COLUMNS
The columns must be placed at 14 ft. in-
tervals. They can be placed at the end
of the truss (12a), with a cantilever
at each end (12b), or with an uneven
cantilever (12c). This allows lateral
displacement of adjoining trusses.
In plan, the columns can create spaces
or zones or can emphasize directional
changes in the flow of space (13).
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The trusses can be placed at any height
along the column. The roof can step
vertically allowing clerestories for
light penetration or creating "room"
size spaces for use on the roof top
during good weather (14). The trusses
can also slant for a sloped roof (15).
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INFILL SYSTEM
Open web joists have been used as the
roofing system for the series of rooms
strung like beads on the exterior of
the building. The skylight, like a
newel post of a stairway, is the focal
point around which the beads move (16).
Part of one 3-D truss forms the sky-
light.
Open web joists will also be used as
the inf ill syistem (dotted, area on plan
(16)). The exposed joists will con-
tinue the light, airy, skeletal qual-
ity of the 3-D trusses. A contrast
will exist in scale (size of joists
vs. size of trusses) and in density
(number of joists per area vs. number
of trusses per area).
The balcony emphasizes movement around
another "newel post," the elevator (17).
The lower roof of infill parallels the
orthogonal direction of the pool (18).
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The joists must end at the column line
because the open web joists have little
cantilever capability (19). It is dif-
ficult to indicate with these struc-
tural elements an overlap of space
flows from two different directions.
Thus, the two directions come together
abruptly. To soften this the balcony
floats between its two outer walls al-
lowing a flow of space up to the clere--
story from the room below.
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(a) line of clerestory at upper level
giving light to space below
(b) balcony at second story level ( It
comes from clinic, turns around
elevator and looks out over pool.)
(c) skylight over stair to art loft
(d) column line follows inside edge of
glass-roofed greenhouse (Insulated
garage-type doors are hung between
the columns closing off the glassed
area at night to prevent heat loss in
pool area.)
(e) exposed trusses support lattice
shading device outside
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CONCLUSION
Because the 3-D truss is so ortho-
gonal it seemed that the infill system
must also be orthogonal in order to be
effective visually. A free flowing
cast-in-place concrete roof could per-
haps resolve all the direction changes
easily. However, I could not envision
it standing juxtaposed to the rigid
trusses without the two systems de-
tracting from one another.
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THE SPANNING ELEMENT
Physical Components:
economical spanning range - 40 ft.
to 120 ft.
width of Tee, 8 ft.; depth of ribs,
18 in. (for 50 - 60 ft. span),
(20)
supported by concrete beams, depth
2 ft.
piers (1 ft. 6 in. x 3 ft.) every
16 ft. - every 2 Tees
roof enclosure is inherent in Tee
itself
Tees can be angled at their edges
by inserting forms into mold dur-
ing casting process as long as
stuctural ribs remain intact (21)
holes for skylights or other pur-
poses made by forms in casting
process also (22)
CONCRETE DOUBLE TEE 23
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Personality:
The tee itself is uninteresting. Ar-
ticulation of detail is possible
through emphasis of the supporting
elements, the columns and beams. It
lends itself to heavy, cave-like
spaces. Moreover, most light must
enter through walls or other infill
roofing systems.
Because the piers occur every 16 ft.,
the roof can step vertically at those
intervals (23).
The Tees can cantilever and thus
allow space to flow beyond the piers.
This creates opportunities for more
intimate scale zones (24)
Tees can be shifted laterally, ver-
tically and can turn radially. They
can be thought of as the outer scales
of an armadillo - adjusting them-
selves to the odd movements of the
body (25).
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bIndustrialization:
The same mold is used irrespective
of length and type of inserts, the
concrete beams and piers are stan-
dard.
PIERS
give partial wall definition (26a)
can be decorative (26b)
can appear to grow out of the floor
with "roots" providing natural
places for people and plants (26c)
create bays - smaller zones off the
main space (27a)
when two families of piers come close
together they create specialplaces:
gateway or larger bay (27b)
allow directional views out to park
(27c)
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ELEVATION
PLAN
Two beams come into same pier at differ-
ent levels and create step in roof line.
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SECTION
Different sets of piers don't line up.
Beams and Tees step down and pier line
shifts laterally.
The isometric drawing shows how the Tee
is precast with its corner cut out so
that the pier can come up through it.
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When Tees step down there must be at
least a 3 ft. height difference to fit in
a small clerestory window (28a). Roof
flashing and window framing consume ap-
proximately 2 ft. of space leaving
1 ft. for window glass. However, small
stepping may be desired and it will pro-
vide opportunity for indirect artificial
lighting (28b).
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Beams can rest on piers in several ways
(29). The post and beam system lends it-
self to an additive secondary system. The
greenhouse will be constructed of another
framing material, possibly wood (30).
The trellis will be similar and will fan
out slightly echoing the fanning of the
Tees behind it.
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ELEVATION of greenhouse
Tees let light in only from edges (sky-
light, greenhouse, trellis and clere-
stories). Infill panels riding on beams
between the ribs can be glass or solid
material. In this position, due to the
massive beams and piers, the glass would
afford only indirect light without views
to the sky. In this particular system of
massive support structure, any use of
glass near the roof edge must be care-
fully considered with respect to the an-
gle of vision of the users. The green-
house can be framed into the concrete
piers at a sufficiently low height to
allow good clerestory windows.
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INFILL SYSTEM
The Tees lend themselves to turning
the angle between the pool and the
dining room. Due to the extensive
application of the Tees, the area
covered by an infill system is re-
duced to the skylight and balcony
area (31).
The infill system will be cast-in-
place concrete and can be envisioned
as a larger protective plate of the
Tees fanning out from below it (en-
vision the armadillo).
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The grid of the columns of the cast-
in-place system follows the direction
of the dining hall (32) while the
edges of the roof slab mimic the
changing directions of the Tees (33)
and, as are the Tees, is dominated
by the direction of the pool.
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This chapter describes an evolution
of a solution of the construction of an
envisioned curved structure using an in-
dustrialized building system.
The third roof was envisioned as a
surface structure consisting of four
shells spanning between two ribs or walls
(34). The shells were positioned to
35
catch the north light and have a gently
illuminated curved ceiling over the pool.
The clerestory windows unfold succes-
sively as if fanning out from a central
point (35). All the shells have slightly
different radii of curvature due to this
idea.
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SHELL CHARACTER
The span of the system is now para-
llel to the pool contrasting with the two
earlier systems which spanned the pool
perpendicularly (37). This contrast
enabled me to see that the first two
systems hadn't altered the plan very much
as there weren't any directional con-
frontations. With the shell roof, entry
from the park side of the pool is very
uncomfortable. The last shell is short-
ened so that the door can be at its end
wall. Rather than face an impenetrable
mountain form, one now enters from the
"side of the hill" that has been cut
away (38).
Other shifts can be made in this
direction. In the dining area - one
shell is shifted out to the street to
respond to the skylight. At the street
edge an opportunity is now found to
37 38
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CONSTRUCTION OF THE SHELL
The shell form desired has four un-
equal curves, all at different angles
with different sized clerestory windows.
However, this section remains constant A, ..
throughout and is repeated even in the
dining area roof with just a slight angle
change of the whole configuration.
This could be built as an extruded
process. The form would be built on
scaffolding resting on wheels. It would
be rolled along while the roof was built
in slip-form fashion (39). This involves as
much on-site-labor and is not practical
in the U.S.A.
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ELEVATION "screen" wall
create a smaller intimate space because
of this (40). In this system there are
no columns to create smaller zones. The
end walls or structural ribs every 30 ft.
are the only elements to touch the floor.
Because of the longer intervals it is
more difficult to find opportunities for
creating small scale spaces.
The ribs every 30 ft. in pool area
can be made into walls dividing up the
greenhouse edge of the pool into smaller
"rooms." The roof supports at the park
side of the dining area can be made more
into a wall and with the roof can em-
phasize the light well of the skylight.
The rest of the wall can become a screen
with large holes cut into it for passage-
ways and windows.
Now the dining area with soft north
light and a wall (with many holes for
views) between it and the park changes
its character totally. It is more of an
inward, self-contained space.
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INDUSTRIALIZATION OF THE SHELL FORM
OPTION ONE
This system is based on a roof system
by Waclaw Zalewski.
Description:
Each shell is made from the same pre-
cast section 5 ft. wide made in fac-
tory. The sections are post-tensioned
together on site. Sections rest on
structural ribs located every 30 ft.
Ribs may be precast standard pieces
or custom made.
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Limitations:
Due to expense of mold each shell
will have the same section. The
multicurved roof will be composed of
several shells all of the same diam-
eter (42).
The last shell (closest to park) can
be made of sections that are actually
more like concrete frames than shells.
In this way they can accomodate large
windows for the greenhouse. No lon-
ger acting as shells they would span
from the shell next to it to the
ground. This is possible.
The shell sections can be arranged so
that the roof gives the appearance of
unfolding and having different size
curves in its composition. However,
this is very awkward and doesn't
really work for the clerestory win-
dows. Also, the rib structure must
now support a variety of levels of
shells and looks unattractive as well
as becoming a very costly item to
construct (43).
Conclusion:
The constant section of the shell
pieces constrained the roof so much
that the original idea is lost.
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OPTION TWO
This system also credited to Waclaw
Zalewski.
Description:
The roof enclosure is corrugated met-
al (a) and spans 6 ft. between light-
weight structural ribs (b). These
are custom formed at factory and de-
termine the shape of the roof curve
and can be made of metal or wood.
48 Industrialization of Shell form 2
These ribs in turn sit on concrete
precast channels which span 30 ft.
(c). These are the "gutters" of the
original shell structure. The rein-
forcing ribs have now become standard
concrete posts and beams (d) as ribs
can now rest along a single beam line.
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CONCLUSION
All custom parts are made in factory
and are relatively light weight. The
enclosure is now separated from the
roof structure and doesn't determine
the curve itself. It can form any
curve due to its corrugations (44).
The shell is only being simulated as an
idea for a quality and feeling of space.
The quality of a surface structure -
smooth and uncluttered - is now gone.
The system in the second option will
have some of the light, airy qualities
of the truss and some of the heavier
qualities of the support systems of the
Tees, and yet it is an enclosure that
is less determined by its supports.
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This exercise explored the archi-
tectural possibilities of a three dimen-
sional steel truss, concrete double Tees,
and the industrialized construction of a
shell form. All of these systems seemed
unlikely coverings for the free form plan
of the building. My goal was to use
standard parts available from the con-
struction industry to create unusual
forms. All these systems proved to be
very stiff. Pushing the various systems
to their architectural limits demon-
strated the qualities possible within
each system.
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